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Abstract 
in the present paper an intrinsic one-to-one correspondence b tween the (finite) mul- 
tiple Nevanlinna-Pick matrix interpolation (NP) problem in the Carath6odory class and 
the Carath6odory matrix coefficient (CC) problem (or, equivalently, the truncated trig- 
onometric matrix moment (TM) problem) is established. Thanks to this correspon- 
dence, the NP problem is reduced to what amounts to solving the CC problem (or 
the TM problem) associated with the so-called Toeplitz block-vector of the former in 
both the nondegenerate and degenerate cases imultaneously. © 1998 Elsevier Science 
Inc. All rights reserved. 
A MS ('htss(/i('athm: 15A57; 30E05:47A57 
Kevwords: Nevanlinna Pick interpolation: Caralh6odory class; Carath6odory coefficient problem; 
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I. Introduction 
As is we1! known, it is frequently the case that the finite interpolation prob- 
lems of Nevanlinna-Pick type are bound up wilh and can be reduced, in a suit- 
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able way, to the study of the truncated power or trigonometric moment prob- 
lems, which in turn can be regarded as the limiting cases at a single node of the 
former. There exist several approaches to the solution of these problems via 
this line (see, e.g., [18,2,13,15,16,19]). The transition, however, from the Nev- 
anlinna-Pick type problems to their limiting cases seems to be not a simple 
matter even in the scalar case or in the case of simple nodes, and some details 
need to be considered and verified rather carefully. 
The multiple Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation (NP) problem in the Nevanlinna 
class .A/p has been recently examined via the so-called Hankel vector approach 
in [7] for the scalar case and in [9] for the matrix-valued function case. The stud- 
ies were concerned mainly with an explicit one-to-one correspondence b tween 
the solutions to that NP problem and the solutions to a certain power moment 
problem associated with the so-called Hankel (block-)vector of the former. 
In the present paper we primarily study an interesting connection between 
the (finite) NP problem but in the class ~p (Carath6odory) and the Ca- 
rath6odory matrix coefficient (CC) problem (or, equivalently, the truncated 
trigonometric matrix moment (TM) problem). This then leads to a reduction 
of the solution of the finite NP problem to the solution of the corresponding 
CC problem (or the TM problem) in both the nondegenerate and degenerate 
cases simultaneously. 
The overall strategy used here is much the same as that for the NP problem 
in the class .,t'p [7,9]. The main tool adopted in our analysis is the notion of 
what we shall call the Toeplitz block.vector of an NP problem in the class 
~'~'t,. In analogy to [7,9] we shall show that with a fixed NP problem in the class 
~6't, here corresponds a unique block-vector, eferred to as the Toeplitz block- 
vector of the NP problem, such that the NP problem can be reduced to what 
amounts to a certain CC problem (or, equivalently, a certain TM problem) as.. 
sociated with that Toeplitz block-vector. This development leads to an intrinsic 
one-to-one correspondence b tween the solutions to these two problems, and 
thus permits to reduce the NP problem in ~p to solving the CC or the TM 
problem. 
Further on, let ,Sep denote the Schur class of CP×P-valued functions. Since 
functions of classes ~1, and .Se r can be transformed into each other via a homo- 
g~'aphic transformatio~l, the NP problems in these two classes are treated in es- 
sentially the same way. 
Explicit formulations of the afore-cited problems are as follows. Through- 
out this paper, for Hermitian matrices A and B, we write A >I B [A > B, resp.] 
to indicate ,4 - B is Hermitian onnegative [positive]. IIEll stands for the spec- 
tral norm (i.e., the largest singular value) of any matrix E. Notice that if 
[[El[ ~< I,E E C p×q, then and only then EE*<~ I I, (or E*E <~ lq). We sometimes 
write the function z ~ F(z) as simply F(z). 
(1) The NP problem in the class c6~p [,Y~, resp.]: Given p distinct points 
zm,...,z~, in the open unit disc D of the complex plane with multiplicities 
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T i , . . . ,  l"t,, Ti ~ 1, respectively, the number of nodes n = ~: |  z~ >i 2 and 
ca E C "×p, i = 1, . . . ,  p,k = 0 , . . . ,  ~ - 1, it is required to find conditions for 
the existence of a G(z) E Cp[.~p resp.], the Carath~odory [Schur, resp.] class 
of Ct'×P-valued functions G(z) holomorphic in D and with nonnegative r al part 
[contractive: [[G(z)[I ~< 11 there, such that 
1 d k I k!d2 kG(2) =ca, i=  l , . . . ,p ,  k =O, . . . , z i -  i (!.1) 
),=zt 
and to describe the solutions if these conditions are met. 
~"-~ with Co * find (2) The CCproblem: Given a p x p matrix sequence {ck Jk=0 = Co, 
CP×P-valued functions F(z) E ~,  whose power series expansions at z = 0 begin 
with the terms Co + 2e|z +. . .  + 2c,,_~z "-|, that is, 
F(z) = co + 2ClZ +. . .  + 2c,_ I L}'-I "~- O(z}') .  (1.2) 
It is well known (see, e.g., [18,2,12]) that the CC problem (1.2) is equivalent 
to the following TM problem. 
i.,,-| with Co * as in Eq. (i.2), it is required (3) The TM problem: Given { ck j ~=0 = Co 
to find Hermitian measures tr(0) on [0,27r] (i.e., tr(0) are bounded and nonde- 
creasing CP×P-valued functions on [0, 2n]) subject to 
2/ t  ' /  Ck=~ e-ik°da(0), k=0,1  . . . .  ,n - l .  (1.3) 
o 
A explicit relation between the solutions F(z) to the CC problem (I.2) and 
the solutions a(0) to the TM problem (1.3) is expressed by the matrix extension 
of the Riesz-Herglotz integral representation, 
2n 
1 / e i° + Zda(0) (I.4) 
F(z) = i lm F(0) + ~-~ ei,---Z~ z , 
0 
by which the class ~e~p is characterised as well, and with its inverse formula (see, 
e.g., [12], p. 36), 
0 
~(0+) + a(O-) = C + l im_/[F(re i*) 
at~ 
F* ( rei4' )]dtp ,+ (I.5) 
a l  
0 
where C is a constant matrix, and an asterisk (*) is used for Hermitian conju- 
gate of the indicated matrix. 
A popular criterion for the solvability of the NP problem (1. t) is the non- 
negativity of a generalized Pick-block matrix (see (2.12) for definition). While 
the solvability of the CC problem (1.2) or the TM problem (1.3) depends on the 
/ \ t i -  ] , nonnegativity of the associated block-Toeplitz matrix tc~_j/ia= 0 with c-k = C k 
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(see, e.g., [3,20,24]). A deep connection between the generalized block-Pick and 
block-Toeplitz matrices, as well as the mentioning connection with the NP 
problem (!.1) (see Theorem 2.4 and Corollaries 2.5--2.7) enables us to show 
the equivalence of these two solvability criteria. It should be noted ([20], pp. 
/ xn -  I 17-19) that the nonnegativity of a block-Toeplitz matrix tc~_jh4= o with 
c_k = c~, guarantees, in addition to the solvability of the TM problem (1.3), 
the extendability property in the sense that there exists some c,, such that 
n , (c~_j),j=0 >i 0,c_,, = c,,. This presents an interesting parallel to the theory of 
the biock-Hankel matrices in the power moment problems. The corresponding 
phenomenon fails for the block-Hankel matrices, as well as for the truncated 
Hamburger matrix moment problem situation - nonnegativity of the original 
block-Hankel matrix could guarantee neither the extendability in the sense that 
it can be enlarged to a block-Hankel matrix of larger size (one more block-row 
and block-column) which is still nonnegative definite, nor the solvability prop- 
erty of the associated truncated Hamburger matrix moment problem (with 
equality on all the moment conditions). An evident example is the matrix 
[ 01011 0t, 
It is this case, if and only if that block-Hankel matrix is "'proper", roughly 
speaking, its rank is concentrated in the upper lefthand corner as far as possible 
[6-8]. These reasons make evident he fact that the NP problem in '~;, can be 
reduced to a certain TM problem (or a certain CC problem J, whereas the 
NP problem in. ! ';, cannot always be reduced to a certain Hamburger matrix 
moment problem. This illustrates the subtlety of the trigonometric moment 
problem compared to a seemingly analogous power moment problem. 
This paper is divided in four sections in addition to the introduction, in Sec- 
tion 2 the notion of the Toeplitz block-vector of the NP problem (l. l) in the 
class ~t, is introduced and examined, and then we will associate the CC prob- 
lem (1.2), the TM problem (1.3), and the block-Toeplitz matrix with this block- 
vector and study the connection of the NP problem (I.l) with each of these 
three objects. In Section 3, the issue of solving the CC problem (1.2) is revisited 
for both the nondegenerate and the degenerate cases simultaneously. The main 
technique is classical: a matrix version of the Nevanlinna-Schur algorithm for 
the CC problem involving linear fractional transformations. As a consequence 
a parametrization f solutkms to the NP problem (I. l) is described in the al- 
gorithmic form in a new light of the so-called the Toeplitz block-vector ap- 
proach. The generalized left- and right-orthogonal polynomial matrices on 
the unit circle associated with the specific three-term recurrence relations are 
given in Section 4. The complete solutions of both the CC problem (i.2) and 
the NP problem (I.l) can be expressed in a more closed form with the help 
of these polynomial matrices. 
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2. Connection between the NP problem (I.1) and the CC problem (I.2) or the TM 
problem (1.3) 
Let F(z) E ~),, then F(z) can be analytically continued out of the closed unit 
disc D by setting F(z) = -F*(½), Izl > 1. For convenience we may always as- 
sume without loss of generality [18] that all z~ :A0. Thus each solution 
G(z) E rgfp to the problem (1.1) is also an interpolant of the conditions, 
" ( ' )1 " --~k!d2 kG ~ ;~=-,=-~ik' i : -  1, . . . .  p, k=0,1 , . . . , z i - I .  (1.1') 
It is readily verified (see, e.g., [21]) that.there xists only one quasi-polynomial 
S ' ' - I  w,f, w; E ~r,~, subject only to matrix W(z) of the form W(z)=,_.,=~_,, ._. , 
Eqs. (1.1) and (1.1'). Put now 
1 
A(z) = (z - z~)" - -z~ (2.2) 
i--I 
Then f2(c) is a symmetric (relative to the unit circle) quasi-polynomial matrix: 
t2(z) = -t2*(~ -I) for z ~ 0, and subject only to Eqs. (I.I) and (I.I'). Consider 
the power series expansion of the rational matrix function t~(z)/A(z) at z = 0: 
t2(z) . . . ,  (2.3) ~- -  = -c0 -  2tic . . . . .  2c,,_lz" I _ 2c,,~' + 
A(z) 
"~ being in which Co = c~) obviously. With the p x p matrix sequence {c~ J~0 
sought via Eq. (2.3), we will associate the following objects: 
, , ,  • n -  I 1. the CC problem (I.L) with {Ck}kO defined via Eq. (2.3), 
• . - ~n-' I2. the TM problem (!.3) w~m /Ck ~?;i0 defined via Eq. (2.3), 
3. the block-Toeplitz matrix (cj_~)iljl ~() in which C-k = c~. 
In this section, we primarily study the connection of the NP problem (I.1) 
with each of these three objects (see Theorems 2.1, 2.2 and 2.4). 
Theorem 2.1. The NP problem (1.1) is solvable, i['and only if the CC prohMn 
t " :  de[ined via Eq. (2.3) is soh'able. Furthermore, there exists an (1.2) with {ca jk=t) . 
explicit one-to-one correspondence b tn,een the solutions G(z) to the NP problem 
(1.1) and the solutions F(z) to the CC problem (1.2), which, can he.]bsvnulated as
G(z) = t2(z) + A(z)F(z). (2.4) 
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Proof. Let first F(z) E ~p be a solution to the CC problem (1.2), which admits 
an integral representation with Im F(0) =: 0, 
2n 
1 f e i° + z dtr(0) (2.5) 
F ( z ) = "~ ei,--T-Z--_ z • 
0 
Here the ttermitian measure tr(O) on [0,2x] has co, c l , . . . ,c . - i  as the first n 
moments: 
27t 
' /  Ck = ~ e -i~'' do'(0), 
o 
k-  0 ,1 , . . . ,n -  1. 
Define G(z) via Eq. (2.4). We observe that G(z) is clearly an interpolant of 
the conditions (I. 1 ) and (I. 1'). Further on, since G(z) = 
A(z)[t2(z)/A(z) + F(z)] = A(z)O(z"), G(z) is analytic in D. It remains to be 
checked that the resulting G(z) belongs to c~p. Let now 
1 




A(~_ -_ A(e i' )e  i' (el,, + z)dtr(0), (2.6) 
0 0 l l'g" F(0)  = A(ei't')dtr(4~) = le ''t' - zkl""da(dJ), 0 <~ 0 ~ 2rt, 
0 0 
a Hermitian measure on [0, 2n]. Then 
2n / - I ei° + "d F (0) 
a(z) = d(-)+N e,"---~-z 
0 
and G(z) is analytic in D by Eqs. (2.6) and (2.1), and of the form 
(2.7) 
t! 
~(=) = ~,=' ,  ~, ~ c" ' .  (2.8) 
i t! 
A straightforward evaluation of Eq. (2.6) yields that -(~(1/~,)* = G(z), so that 
~,. = -~2 = 0 for all i ¢ 0 in Eq. (2.8), and thus G(z) = L~'o = i im G(0). Hence, 
from Eqs. (2.7) and (1.4), we deduce that 
2n 
1 f e"' + z dr(0) e ~p. (2.9) G(z) = i lm G(0) +2-xx ei°---L-~z 
0 
Conversely, let G(z) E ~;p be a solution to the NP problem (1.1) with an in- 
tegral representation f the form (2.9). Define F(z) via Eq. (2.4), 
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F(z) = 
G(z)  - f2(z) z ' lG(: )  - : I2 (z )  
A(z) z"A(z) 
which is analytic in D, since the polynomial :A(z)  vanishes only at z = z~ and 
z = 1/~, i = 1, . . . ,  p. F(z) has the power series expansion at z = 0 of the form 
(1.2) by Eqs. (2.3) and (2.9). To complete the proof, we need only to verify 
F(z) E. ~v. Let now 
2n ' /  /~(z) = i lm 6;(0) +~--n~ - -  
o 
e i° + zA(e i°) -A(z)  dF(0), 
e i° - z A (e i°) 
o o 
o ,0 ,  I , ['n A(ei,~ ) dC(~)  = le i+ - 
o 'o i~I 
Z/I-Z~'dr'(4~), O <<. O <~ 2 n. 
Then a(O) is a Hermitian measure on [0, 2hi, and 
2~ 
F(z) F(z) - I f e'" + z da(0). 
= A(z) +~ e i ' ' - -  
0 
It readily follows from the last equality that F(z) is an interpolant of the con- 
ditions (I.1) and (1.1'), and thus ~'(z)-f2(z),=i~A(z) for a suitable 
= ~' E C t'~t'. Since F(0) = F'  (0), ~ = 0, and theretbre F(z) = fl(z) and 
2R 
I / e i° + z 
F(z) = ~--n~, e i'' - z 
0 
~da(O)  E 'g,, 
as claimed. Ell 
As to the TM problem, in [13] (p. 51) a close relation with the NP problem 
(1.1) with all r~ = I has been brought o light. The following direct consequence 
of Theorem 2.1 brings that relation to completion and to the more general case 
of multiple nodes. 
Theorem 2.2. The NP problem (I. 1) is solvable if and only (f the TM probA, m 
(1.3) with co = c(],cl,. . . ,c,- i  defined via Eq. (2.3) is soh,able. Furthermore, 
there exists an explicit one-to-one correspomtev.ce b tween the sohaions Ca(=) to 
the NP problem (1.1)and the solutions a(O) to the TM probh, m (l.3), which can 
be formulated as 
2n 
1 : e i° + Zdtr(0). (2.10) 
G(z) = [2(z) + A(:) 2-~n.. e i°~-  z 
0 
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As a result of Theorem 2. I (Theorem 2.2, resp.), the finite NP problem (1.1) 
can be reduced to a certain CC problem (a certain TM problem) associated 
with the p x p matrix sequence {ck "- }k=0 with Co = c~ defined via Eq. (2.3). In 
the sequel, we refer to the block-vector c = (c0,c~,... ,c,_~) with co = c~ and 
ck E C p×p defined via Eq. (2.3) as the Toeplitz block-vector of the NP problem 
(1.1) compared with the Hankel block-vector of the NP problem in the 
Nevanlinna class [7,9]. It plays an essential role in our analysis throughout. 
Starting from the Toeplitz block-vector once more, we will deduce an inter- 
esting decomposition of a generalized block-Pick matrix of the NP problem 
(1.1). Some notations are needed. Let us define, 
' a(..) 
a(z) = H(z  - z,)", ati(z ) = 
,-I ( z -  z~y +t' 
i=  I, . . . .  p~ j=  0, l , . . . , r i -  I, 
W~= u~/, (0) , i=  I , . . . ,p ,  
ld k =o.,~--0 
W = " E C "~' .  
W,, 
(2.11) 
it is known (see, e.g., [10]) that W is nonsingular. Further on, from the data of 
the NP problem (I.I) a Hermitian generali-ed block-Pick matrix P (of the first 
kind) of the NP problem (I.I) is defined as follows: 
P CUp".p P = (P,~),,~ I E , (2.12a) 
where Pu E C ''l'X~'v with entries ~] E C t''l' determined by 
l ~ k~' fG(2)+G'( i i ) J  (2.12b) 
in which G(2) is an arbitrary Ct'×P-valued function subject only to Eqs. (1.1) 
and (1.1'). 
Further on, we introduce a linear operator '~" from .,~ into C v~', where .g' 
stands for the space of all rational scalar-valued functions of the complex vari- 
able z. More precisely, if a R(.:) E .~ has the power series expansions at z = 0 
and at : = oc, respectively: 
R(z) = ~ r,: ~ (z~ O) and R(z) = ~ r,z' (z-~ ~)  
• ' t  
$ =:  - 3~. $ : :  - -  "3~ 
where the numbers of r~ ¢ 0 for s -.~ 0 and of ~,. ¢ 0 for s >f 0 are finite, we de- 
fine its imagine by putting 
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II 
x=|  
where the c, are as in Eq. (2.3), and n, is fixed in advance; in particular. 
.~{:¢} = 4, Ze{z -'} = c,, 
A direct manipulation leads to 
~{R(z)} = R(z )7 ,  - 
~O 
k = O, 1,2,. . .  
(2.13) 
where (Q(z))~o and (Q(z))oo stand for the constant erms of the power series 
expansions for Q(z) ~ .~ at z = 0 and at z = c~, respectively. 
Lemma 2.3. Let .~, ~ ,  A(z) and t2(z) be defined as above. Then 
u?{ ~A(~)}  = ~(;,). (2.14) 
Proof. From Eq. (2.13) we obtain 
) (  /] 1 z + ;~ t~(z) "+ z f~(z) z+ A(z) 5 z - ; .  - - z  
7. -  /~ . ~ 0 "~ O0 
which is defined as a function of the variable 2. But, since ~(z) = S-'" (o~g 
l . . .d  i : :  - - I !  
with to_; = ~o7, 
( z+2f~(  z 
-- - -  A xO (--+,) 
0tl 
so that Eq. (2.14) holds. Vl 
= ~o. + 2o~1 ). + ...  + .-~o,,z ,
2co_t 2~o_,, 
2 2" ' 
Theorem 2.4. Let P be a generali=ed block-Pk'k matrix of the NP problem (1.1). 
Then 
P = 2(W ® Iv)T(W ® It,)*, (2.15) 
, .  ,,,-t .* is the block-Toeplitz matrix built 0,1 the Toep- where T = t ci-i)i,/=o n,ith c,-k = Ck 
litz block-vector e o f  the NP problem (l.I), and the .wmbol "®" denotes the ten- 
sor product o f  ln,o matrices. 
Proof. Observe that the coefficients of the power series expansions for 
((z + 2/z) - 2))A(z) at z = 0 and z = ~ are all polynomials in 2. This fact and 
the iinearity of ~ imply that we can interchange ~ with the operation of 
differenting. Thus by Lemma 2.3 we have 
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1 ~+t [G(A)+G*(~)] 
P~i] = k!l! 02kOl d I - 2p x=.-,.~,=~j 
_ l ~+! [t2(2)-f~(l / /z)]  
- k ! l !  02kO# l I - 2/~ ;.=~,,t,=~j I A<z.  A<z.l / 
- z i l  t7 - -  2 r<o [<<0, 
a u~ tt, s ~sd,_<,l,-I • ® #p . 
= ik (O l , . . - , ( -~- ig  ®#p t ,,,.,,:o / "`'7-',(°) 
L '(n- 1)! 
We deduce from the last formula, 
p~/= (~tV,- ' , , , - i  _ 2 (~ ® Ip)(C/_,)74~o( ~ ® I~)* 
#k, l=O - -  . • 
This leads to E' '2.15) immediately. [2] 
Note that a little more general statement than those which arise out of The- 
orem 2.4 can be found in Theorem I of [8]. 
We emphasize that the relation (2.15) holds with the way in which the nodes 
zl , . . .  ,z t, are organized in an arbitrary ordering. Different orderings may give 
rise to different P and W, but all will be with one and the same 
n- I  T= (cj_:),j_ 0. Thus, we will associate only one block vector 
(co, e l , . . . , c , - I ) , co  = c[, with the NP problem (1.1)such that Eq. (2.15) holds 
independently of the particular ordering chosen in which the nodes zt, . . .  ,zp 
are organized in Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12). It is the Toeplitz block-vector of the 
NP problem (1.1) that plays this role. Conversely, given a set ~? of interpolation 
nodes with length n, an arbitrary block-vector c = (co,..., c,_l) with c~ ~. C pxp 
and c0 = c~ sets up only one NP problem ofthe form (1.1) via Eq. (2.15) within 
a constant skew-Hermitian term for c~0, which takes c as its Toeplitz block-vec- 
tor ([8], Theorem 2). 
Let J ,  denote the class of all Hermitian block-Toeplitz matrices of order np, 
which take p x p submatrices as entries, and let ~ ,  denote the class of all Her- 
mitian block matrices of order np, which are of the form (2.12), corresponding 
to a fixed set of nodes (and thus to a fixed W defined as in Eq. (2.11)). Observe 
that since any block matrix of the form (2.12) can be viewed as a generalized 
block-Pick matrix (of the first kind) associated with a certain NP problem, 
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Theorem 2.4 directly leads to the following result (see [13] for the case of simple 
nodes only). 
Corollary 2.5. Let zl , . . .  ,zp be distinct w#h multiplicities q, . . . ,  zp, respectively, 
n - ~.~j'-I tJ. Then the mapping .J~ defined on ~'n by Eq. (2.16) is an isomorphism 
of the "classes ~'n and ~,:  
J(ro) = (w ® 1.)ro(W ® I.)* Vro e (2.16) 
where W # given by Eq. (2.11). 
We remark that a generalized block-Pick matrix of the second kind, defined 
by interchanging the places of 2 and/z in Eq. (2.12) and written as/5, may also 
be naturally considered for the finite NP problem (1. I). Such a matrix/5 coin- 
cides w~th a block-Pick matrix for the case of simple nodes in [13]. 
A similar congruent relation to Eq. (2.15) but between the block-Pick matrix 
/5 and the block-Toeplitz matrix ~ _ . _  [Ci-j)i.J =0 ,  xn-! with c_~ = c,* may be established 
as follows. 
Corollary 2.6. Let P be a generali-.ed block-Pick matrix of the second kind of the 
NP problem (1.1). Then 
i 6 = 2(W t ® Ip)']'(W t ® Ip), (2.17) 
where T " ,,,-i '* being the same as that given in Theorem 2.4 = [c;_j),.j= 0 with c_~ = c,
and the symbol t denotes the transpose of the indicated matrix. 
By means of Corollary 2.6 a similar result to that given in Corollary 2.5 
holds corresponding to the generalized block-Pick matrices of the second kind. 
.- I  * and Due to T = (J, ® lp)r(J, ® Ip), where T = (cj_i)q= 0with c-k = c k, 
I0 '1 J. = ." e C "x", 
I 0 
both P and P are congruent to one and the same block-Toeplitz matrix T (or 
T), ~,;,.~ thus the nonnegativity properties of P and P are equivalent each other. 
From Theorems 2.2 and 2.4 together with Theorem 4 of [3] one deduces the 
following. 
Corollary 2.7. With the notation mentioned above, the following are equivalent: 
(a) The NP problem (l, l) ts solvable. 
(b) The block-Toeplitz matrix T = (cj_~)~a= 0.-I with c_k = c k* built on the Toeplitz 
b!eek-vector f  the NP problem (1.1) is Hermitian nonnegative. 
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(c) A generalized block-Pick matrix P (of the first kind) of the NP problem 
(1.1) is Hermitian nonnegative. 
(d) The block-Toeplitz matrix 1" , - I  = (ci-j)ij:o >f O, where the ci are as in (b). 
(e) A generalized block-Pick matrix" P of the second kind of the NP problem 
(1.1) is Hermitian nonnegative. 
In the most general setting, the set of interpolation nodes is not necessarily 
finite, nor even countable (but with finite multiplicity for each node). For the 
corresponding multiple NP problem, we call the NP problems associated with 
finite subsets of the data its NP sub-problems. Then the following generalized 
Pick criterion holds. 
Corollary 2.8 (Refs. [15,16]). A necessary and sufficient condition :['or the 
solvability of the multiple NP problem (with finite set of nodes or not) is that the 
generalized block-Pick matrices of the first (or the second) kind built on the data 
of all its NP sub-problems are Hermitian nonnegative. 
Proof. The necessity is a direct consequence of the Riesz-Herglotz represen- 
tation (1.4) by a ~traightforward calculation. For the sufficiency, first in the 
case of finite number of nodes it follows from Corollary 2.7. When the 
interpolation node set is denumerable or not countable, the argument is much 
the same as that made in [13], (p. 51) the details of which are omitted. I'q 
3. Solutions to the CC problem (I.2) and to the NP problem (I.I) in algorithmic 
form 
This section concerns mainly the problem of parametrizing the solutions to 
the CC problem (1.2) (or, equivalently, the TM problem (1.3)) in both the non- 
degenerate (i.e., T > 0) and degenerate (i.e., T i> 0 is singular) cases simulta- 
neously, based on the use the algorithm of consecutive linear fractional 
transformations. As a direct consequence, a parametrization f solutions to 
the NP problem (1.1) follows from Theorem 2.1. In the scalar case p = 1, 
the algorithm we are going to perform is essentially nothing other than the well 
known Nevanlinna-Schur algorithm (see e.g. [2]). In the matrix case p > 1, it is 
a natural extension of Schur's theory [26], and the nondegenerate case has been 
treated in [12,19]. Our analysis here is an elaboration of the work in Section 3 
of[12]. 
For the other relevant results, we refer to the following: [20] (Ch.ll); [14] 
(Ch.6, Ch.7.2); [i 11 (Section 6); [1322,24] and the references therein. 
Throughout the rest of this paper, denote by U, V (or U0, V0,/.), V, 0, V, and 
so forth) constant unitary matrices of order p. 
Let r~,: first remark that under the assumption T = (c, iY'?~.. >t 0, if Co = 0, 
j - -  l I , j :~lp 
then c, = 0,i = 1,... ,n -  1, so that F(z) = 0 is only one solution to Eq. (I.2) 
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by the well known Carath6odory-Toeplitz theorem; if co ~ 0 (singular or not), 
then there exists a unitary matrix U such that 
ca=U(~iO0,.)U*, i=  0 ,1 , . . . ,n  - l, (3.1) 
in which r = p - rank co and tSo > 0. Let now F(z) c= ~:p be a solution to the CC 
problem (1.2) with F(0) = Co ~ 0; then, by the Carath6odory-Toeplitz theorem 
we have that T " ,,,-i ,-i = (ci_ik,/= o >>, O, or equivalently, T = (cj_;)~j= 0 t> 0, so that F(z) 
has the form 
F(z) = U(~'(z) • Or)U*, (3.2a) 
where F(z) E ~p_,. is defined by 
F(z) = ~o + 2~z  +. . .  + 2~,,_~z ''-~ + O(z"). (3.2b) 
Let 
ko = co + V(0p_,. ® I,.)U" = U(?o @ I,.)U*, (3.3) 
which is Hermitian positive, and let 
1 i;2(F(z) + C3o)_l I/2 • (z) = ~e o (F(=) - co)k o- , (3.4a) 
where the symbol H !/2 is used for the Hermitian square root of a matrix H t> 0. 
Then, by Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2a), ~(z) is well defined and has the form 
• (z) = U(~(z )O 0~)U*, (3.4b) 
in which ~(z) is defined by 
&(:.) = '! ~,/"(P(=) + co)-' (F(-=) - c,,)?,i '/'. (3.4c) 
1_ .  
It follows from Lemma 2 of [4] and by the use of the maximum modulus prin- 
ciple theorem (see e.g. [23]) that &(z) ~ .~.,_,., and thus ~(z) ~ .~'p. The inverse 
forms of Eqs. (3.4a) and (3.4c) are, respectively. 
F(z) = Clo/2(Ip + z~(z))( Ip - zq~(z)) -I ~-o~1/2, (3.5a) 
F(z) = Olo/2(I?_r + z~(z))(I?_,. - z~(z) ) - '  c 0='/'. (3.5b) 
It is easily verified that if q~(z) ~ .9°r [tb(z) E .~?_,., resp.] then the matrix func- 
tion Eq. (3.5a) [Eq. (3.5b)] belongs to the class ~p [~?-r]. 
Our basic strategy used here is to convert the solution of the CC problem 
(1.2) into the solution of a certain Schur matrix coefficient problem. Here, giv- 
en s0,. . . ,  ~k ~ C P×p, the Schur matr ix coeOqcient (SC) problem consists in find- 
ing q~(z) E ,9~' n such that 
q~(z) = s0 + ~lz +. . .  + ~z k + O(zk+l). (3.6) 
The matrix version of the Carath~odory-Fej6r theorem says that the SC 
problem (3.6) is solvable if and only if the matrix of order (k + 1 )p 
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I So 0 1 rk  - -  • • ° Sk " ' "  ~-0 (3.7) 
is cont rac t ive :  I l rk  II < 1. 
To begin with, if F(z) E C~p is a solution to the CC problem (1.2) then it is 
readily verified that the function ~(z) E .fC'p defined via (3.4) is actually a solu- 
tion to the SC problem (3.6) with k = n -  2, and with s0, s l , . . . ,  s,,_2 defined 
uniquely, in terms of the initial coefficient co, c~,... ,  c,,_~, by 
- - !  . 
So " " Co 0" cl 
c l  Co c2 _ 
= (l,,_, ®C'o/2) . . . . ' /2. (3 .8 )  
: - . .  . .  . : 
.Sn -2 .  Cn-2 " ' "  C I £'0 Cn I .  
Conversely, if ,I)(-) E -~,~ is a solution to the SC problem (3.6) with k = n - 2 
and ~o,..., s,-z defined via Eq. (3.8), we insert ~(z) into Eq. (3.5a) and obtain 
a cr×p-valued function F(z). It is readily verified that this F(z) belongs to ~p 
and satisfies Eq. (1.2). 
Therefore, the functions F(z) E Cj, satisfying Eq. (1.2) can be characterized 
as follows. 
~n- I Lemma 3.1. I f  T = (Ci_i j~,i= o >>. O, then the svlutions F(:) to the CC problem (1.2) 
can be paranwtri:ed by a linear.fractional transformatton. 
F(z) =el~211 - - ^ , ,, , ,, + zC~(z))(i l, :~(z.)) It:/" (3.9) 
with the coefficient matrix 
00112 -z l ,  Ip '  (3.10) 
where the parameter ~(z) varies in the set of solutions of the SC problem (3.6) 
with k = n -  2 and with So,..., s,,-2 defined via Eq. (3.8); in particular, if Eq. 
(3.1) hoMs with co > O. then ~(z) has the form (3.4b). 
We remark that Lemma 3.1 implies incidentally that if T = (CJ-i)';'j-~0 >t 0, 
then and only then the matrix r,,_2 (see Eq. (3.7) with k = n -  2) with 
• , , . . . ,  ~,,_., defined via Eq. (3.8) is contractive: IIr.-211 1, 
Further on, for an arbitrary contractive matrix i'k defined as in Eq. (3.7), if 
so is unitary, s~0 = s0s~ = It,, then s,. = 0, i = I , . . . ,  k, obviously, so that the 
problem (3.6) has only one solution ~(z) = s0; if So is not unitary with the de- 
fect index: rank(Ip - s;so) = p - r0 and if there exist unitary matrices U0 and V0 
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such that So = Uo(~o@L.,,)Vo*, where ~o is real diagonal of order p- r  o, 
0 <<. ~o < lp-r,,, then, applying a theorem of [23] (p. 147) to a solution to(z) of 
the SC problem (3.6), we have 
to(z) = U,,~(~(z) ® Iro)Vo*, (3.11) 
where tb(z) 6 .='kp-r,,, and thus, by Eq. (3.6), the ~(i  >t 1) are of the form 
• i = Uo(~, @ 0,..)Vo*, i = 1,. . .  ,k. (3.12) 
Throughout he rest of this paper, if v is a contracive matrix of order p and if 
v = U,.(~ @ lq)V,*, where IlVll < 1 and q = p - rank(l n - vv*), then we denote by 
f the strictly contractive part of v: 
f = U,.(~®Oq)V,*., (3.13) 
[[i;[[ < 1. Note that if v is such that [[vll < 1, then v= f. 
For the convenience, we introduce a mapping Ak defined on the set of all 
matrix sequences {~i}ik_o such that 1[ Fk [I <~ 1 by putting 
(13o,..-, Sk-I) = Zlk(~o,..., ~Xk), (3.14a) 
where []0,..., li~-~ ~ C~'~t' are connected with ~o,. . . ,  ~ by the relation 
-I  
/Jill°" D~,, . 0 ] "0~t'~x, 
• " = (/k ® O~.) -~l.. ~; . ".'" . '. ] - D~ I (3.14b) 
in which ~0 is the strictly contractive part of ~,, whereas 
O~,, = (1 v - ~oac~) I/' and D,. = (I t, - ~c2o) I/'. (3.14c) 
Let us now give a parametrization of solutions to the SC problem (3.6) in 
terms of the generalized Schur decomposition of a function matrix 
t0(z) E ,9°p. We first prove a simple lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. Let Fk defined a~ia Eq. (3.7) be contractive, k >t 1, and let D~,, and D~. 
be as #1 Eq. (3.14c). Then the solutions to(z) to the problem (3.6) can be 
parametri'.ed by a linear fractional tran.~]brmation. 
to(z) = O~,' (~,, + zto,(z))(Ip + ~tozto,(z))-'O,. (3.15) 
with the coe.fficient matrix 
°lie, 0 D~-61 zcx~ (3.16) 
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where the paran,eter ~,(z)~# 
with k - 1 and ~tto ~) , . . . , a~_ 
ato~),... ,~ ,  are defined uniquely by 
(~o '1 ~'~ ~= a~(~o, ~)  , . . . , O~k_ l !  . .  , • 
In particular, i f  there exist unitary matrices Uo and 
• o = Uo(~o (9 l~o)Vo* with II~oll < l, then ~(z )  has theJorm 
• ,(z) = Uo(~',(z)~Oro)ro'.  
S/'p runs over the solutions o f  the SC problem (3.6) 
in place of  k and ~o,.. . ,  oq, respectively, where 
(3.17) 
Vo such that 
(3.18) 
Proof. Let ¢(z) E .~p be a solution to the SC problem (3.6); then the matrix Fk 
defined via Eq. (3.7) is contractive. We may assume throughout this proof that 
[[0Coll <1 (and thus ~0 = ~0), which is not really restrictive by the reason 
mentioned above. Put now 
1 (It, -- OtOOto)l/2(Ip -- ¢(g)O~O)-II¢(Z) -- OtO)(Ip -- ~ogO) -!/2. (3.19) ¢,(z) = 
It follows from Theorem 1 of[23] (p. 145) and the maximum modulus theorem 
that ¢! (z) also belongs to the class ~p. Thus Eq. (3.15) holds with ~to in place 
of ~0 therein. Thus, 
(l,, ~( , )~o)(t ,  - ~o~o)-'/":¢ ', (z) = (~z  +. . .  + ~z  k 
+ O(,-*"))(lp - ~o~o) -'/' 
From the last we deduce the formula (3.17) for the case of I1~oll < 1, 
Conversely, if q~,(z) -- 0el," +0tll '1 -+. . .  + ~,1 ~-I +O(Z)  ~ ~/', with 
0tl,~l,...,a~)!~ defined via Eq. (3.17), then it is seen by reading backwards the 
proceding argument hat the Ct'~P-wdued function ~(z) defined by Eq. (3.15) 
belongs to//~, and is a solution to the SC problem (3.6). I-1 
We now start with an arbitrary solution ¢(z) ~_ .9~ to the SC problem (3.6) 
with k = n - 2. Then the matrix F,,_2 defined by Eq. (3.7) with k = n - 2 is con- 
tractive. Let us construct a sequence of q~k(z) ~ el), by means of the following 
recurrence relation: 
.j+,(~) = !.(1. - : .u~,., _ . ; (~)~.  , ~ot,,) ~o ,, j'/-'(1,, ) - (¢ j ( : ) -  (z,,- ~o=U~'=~Jl~o )- /2 
(3.20) 
~%cj -  0, 1, . . . ,  with the initialization ~o(z)= q~(z). If ~o = q~(0) is unitary, 
then q~(z) - m, as was mentioned above. Assuming that 0Co is not unitary, we 
have from Lemma 3.2 with k = n -2  that ¢,(z) defined uniquely via 
Eq. (3.15) belongs to ~, ;/j  and has the form, 
I,l ~,I  z .1~1.~,-3 2) ~t(z)=~o + + +%-3"- +O(z"- , 
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(I) where the coefficients ~o~),...,~_3 are defined by Eq. (3.17) with k = n -  2. 
In particular, if Oto=Uo(~o~Iro)~* with 0<~,~,~/ , , , , ,  then ~ l (0 )= 
• ~o ~) = Uo(/~co ~)• 0,o) I/o* for a suitable/~o ) with ]1/~I~1] ~ |, so that there exist uni- 
tary matrices U~ and ~, which are of the form diag(.,l,.o), such that ~)  = 
UoUi(~o ~) • It, ~O,o)~*l/o* with II/~o')11 < 1, where r~ = p -  rank(Ip ,,(~)-'~)*~ - -  ~0  ~'0 )' 
and therefore ~o UoU~U* = .~(~3I ro )~*~*  = UoU~(~o~I,o)~*~* for a suit- 
able /~o with [[flol[ < 1. Thus, ,t,~(z) has the form 
q~(z) = UoU~(~(z) ~ It, (~) Oro)~l* Vo* with &~(z) ~ "(;/p-ro-ri" Let 
r I ° 1 /I--3 - "  " " "  '~ • ( i ) ~(io ) 
Otn_ 3 
then it is contractive. Here the inequality JJ0e~oJ~[I < l is a condition imposed on 
(1) 0to and ~l. The condition that 0~o ~) is unitary is possible only for 4't (z) = 0t o . 
Further continuation of the recurrence procedure is evident. The algorithm ter- 
minates with a unitary cto U) for a certain j, then 4,j(z) .=_ 0to ~1. Continuing the pro- 
cess n -  1 times otherwise, we obtain the parametrized solutions to the SC 
problem (3.6) in both the nondegenerate (F,,_2 > 0) and degenerate (F,,_,_ >t 0 
is singular) cases simultaneously. 
For convenience, we take al °) = 0t~, i = 0, 1 . . . . .  n - 2 ,  and, 
(~g,+,~ .(,+,), A,,_;_2(~[/) _(,I , . . . ,%- , -~1= , ' " ,%-~-2) ,  i=0 , . . . ,n -3 .  (3.21) 
From Eq. (3.21) and the result of the p;oceding paragraph we deduce that 
there exist unitary matrices 0 and f' such that 
t(O) ~* , 
o = 0( /~I°)~ 1~,,) , II/~o°)11 < 1 
~0') = O(/~to')el~, e0~, ,  . . .  e0, . . )P* ,  II/~l¢'lt < i, (3.22) 
i = l , . . . ,n -  2, 
where r~ = p - rank(Ip . ci). (i).~ - a o % ),i = 0, 1,... ,n - 2, and [1Co ~) does not appear if 
(ol (J) . (,,--'1 produced by the general- ro + r~ +. . .  + ri = p. The matrices ~o , ~o , . . . ,  ao 
ized Schur decomposition of q~(z) E .9~p and found successively by the formulas 
(3.8) and (3.21) will be referred to as the so-called generalized Schur parameters 
of ¢(z). 
These lead to the next result in the framework of the Schur's theory. 
Theorem 3.3. f f  Fn-2 defined by Eq. (3.7) with k = n - 2 >>, 1 is comractive, then 
and only then the SC problem (3.6) with k = n - 2 is solvable; its solutions q~(z) 
can be parametrized by a linear fractional transformation 
4,(z) = (Oll(z)dp(z) + Oiz(z))((921(z)d~(z) + 022(z)) -I (3.23) 
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with the coefficient matrix 
r 011 012 (It, - 0 
'LO~, ,=o o (It, - ao"(i)"~'(i)'-'/2ao ) [Z~(o i)* It' ' 
(3.24) 
where dp(z) is an arbitrary CP×t,-valued functions of the class 6ep, and of the form 
dp(z) = U(~(z) ~ 0~) V* with s' = Y]7-o r, and U, ,~ as in Eq. (3,22), and the sym- 
bol(i) ~(°0 stan~for(,_ ) the strictly contractive part of ~ '  defined as in Eq. (3.13), whde 
% , . . - ,  ~o are the generalized Schur parameters of dp(z) defined via Eq. (3.21) 
iteratively. 
Corollary 3.4. I f  r._z as in Theorem 3.3, then the SC problem (3.6) with 
k = n - 2 has a unique one solution ~(z) if and only i fp  = ~-'~nf__2 o ri. In this case, 
¢~(z) = 012(z)0~-~(z). In particular, if  F,-2 is contractive, anti if p = 1, then the 
SC problem (3.6) with k =n-2  has a unique solution if and only if 
I~-i - F,,-2F,*,_2 ( or l~-t - F*n_2F,-2) is singular. 
We now return to the solution of the CC problem (1.2). Using the observa- 
tion made before Theorem 3.3, one can see from Eqs. (38) and (3.21) that an 
..Io) U(~o ® O,.)U' with Co > O, analogous result holds for co, ~(o °1,..., ~,-2: if co = 
there exist unitary matrices 0 and V such that 
co = U(/ o ..Io, ~ =U(~o (~3L.(30~) , , ~0 (3.25) 
OCl~) " ~(i) i = 1 , . . . ,  n - ,-, = vca o 6)L, @0~,, ~-)... ~30,.,, ¢~ 0~)17'*, "~ 
where det L # O, I1~I]'11 < l, i  = O, l , . . . ,n  - 2, and ~Co~) does not appear if 
r+ro+. . .+r~=p.  
The proof of the next theorem is the combination of Lemma 3.1 and Theo- 
rem 3.3. 
z ~n-  i Theorem 3.5. I f  T = tc/-i)ij=o >I 0 and tire ci are of the form (3.1), then tire 
solutions F(..-) to the CC problem (1.2) can be parametri:ed by a linear fractional 
transJbrmation 
F(z) = (O,,(z)H(z) + O,2(z))(02,(z)H(z) + 0..2(z))-' 
with the coefficient matrix 
O,.t(z) 02,.(z) -Z o 00 !/2 
(3.26) 
where tile matrix (Oij(z) 2 ij--t is as in Eq. (3.24), H(z) is an arbitrary CP×P-valued 
function of the class 6eg, and of tire form H(z)= 0(/4(z) @0s)V* in which 
s = r + ~=-2 o ri, and U, V are as in Eq. (3.25). 
][Oil(z) Ol2(z) ] (3.27) 
02,(z) 02,.(z)' 
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n-! Corollary 3.6. Let T = (cj-i)i.j=o >f O. Then the CC problem (1.2) has a unique 
solution F(:) i f  and only if p = r-F ~-]7=-2o ri. In this case, F(z) = 012(z)02~ (z). In 
particular, if T >t 0 and p = 1, then the CC problem (1.2) has a unique solution if 
and only if T is singular. 
We conclude this section with a description of solutions to the NP problem 
(1.1) in the class Cgp in both the nondegenerate and degenerate cases simulta- 
neously. On the basis of Theorems 2.1 and 3.5, we can draw the following. 
Th~.orem 3.7. If the NP problem (1.1) is solvable, then its solutions G(:) can be 
parametrized by a linear fractional transformation: 
G(z) = (a, , (z)H(z)  + al2(7.))(a21(7.)H(z) + a22(g)) -I (3.28) 
with the coefficient matrix 
'all(z) ai2(z) 1 = 
a21 (z) a22(z) 
"A(Z)]p ['~(Z) ) [011 (2) 012(Z) ] (3.29) 
0 I,, 021(z) 022(z)  ' 
where A(z),12(z) are as in Eqs. (2.2) and (2.1), and (Oij(z)) and H(:) are given as 
in Eq {3.27). In particular, if p = r + ~-]7=-~ ri, then and only then the NP problem 
(1.1) ha~' exactly one solution. In this case, G(z) = al2(z)a2~ (z). In particular, for 
the scalar case: p = 1, the NP problem (1.1) has exactly one solution if and only 
~]'T (or P) is nonnegative definite and singular. 
4. Solutions to the CC problem (1.2) and to the NP problem (1.1) in a more closed 
form 
This short section contains an alternative approach to the solution of the CC 
problem (1.2), based on the use of the generalized left- and right-orthogonal 
polynomial matrices, of the first and second type, associated with the block- 
Toeplitz matrix T >t 0 (see, e.g. [25] for definition). As we shall see below, it al- 
lows one to give an explicit parametrization f the solutions to the CC problem 
(1.2), and further to the NP problem (1.1) in a more closed form. The same ap- 
proach has been presented in of Ch. 5.2 [2] for the scalar situation, and in [12] 
for the nondegenerate case only. 
Let /~(z) denote the reciprocal of a polynomial matrix B(z)= 
I \ l l - -  l ~=0 Biz~(B~ # 0), i.e., B(z) = z~B*(l/~). For T = tcj-iJi,j=o >i O, motivated by 
[LI2], we consider the Szeg6 recurrence relations with coefficients entirely de- 
termined from the generalized Schur parameters ~(0k)(0<~k<~n-2) of 
,/,(z) ~ ,9'p defined via (3.4): 
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M,+, (~)(t,  - ~i,)~l,).),/-, = ~M~(~) - P,(~)~o '>" "~0 ~0 
Nk + l (Z) ( Ip -- ~(ok ) ~(k )* ) I [2 = z!Vk(z ) -q- Ok (Z)~ (k )* , 
(/o - =(k), =(k) ~o "o ) / :e ,+,(z)  = z~(z )  - ~(o~)'~,(.-), 
(g _ ,~(k), ~,(k)~ i/_, "o ~'o , Qk+t(z) = zQ,(z) + o~(o*)'~[,(z), 
k=O, . . . ,n -2 ,  
with the initializations 
^- /2 
Mo(Z) = ~(z)  = Co ! , 
(4.1) 
No(z) = Qo(z) = Clo/2. (4.2) 
Here, notation is as in the Section 3; in particalar, Rook) denotes the strictly cen- 
tractive part of the contractive matrix ~o ~), and c0 is defined as in Eq. (3.3). On 
account of the identity 
(I. - ~o^~*)'"(*'~o )-  '/:~(0 ~)" = ~o- (~)" (I, - ~(0 ~) C ' )  -'/~ 
we can establish the connection between the representation (3.26) and the fol- 
lowing representation for the solutions F(z) to the CC problem (1.2): 
F(z) = (zN,,_i(z)H(z) + Q,_l(z))(-zM,,_l(z)H(z) + P,,_)(z)) -I, (4.3) 
where the parameter H(z) E .W, is as in Theorem 3.5. Thus, we have the follow- 
ing theorem. 
Theorem 4,1. I f  the CC problem (I.2) is" solvable, then its solutions F(.-) can be 
'/' is as in Theorem 3.5. parametri:ed by Eq. (4.3), where tlw parameter H(z) E ,  p 
As for the NP problem (1.1), from Theorems 2.1 and 4.1 we deduce its so- 
lutions in yet another form. 
Theorem 4.2. I f  the NP problem (1.1) is soh,able, then its sohaions G(z) can be 
parametrized by Eq. (3.28) but with the coefficient matrix 
r a'''=' ] l.a21 (z) a,.:(z) If, zN,,_i(z) 0,_l(z)] (4.4) -zM,,_, (:)P,,-,fz)' 
where the parameter H(=) E '/' is as in Theorem 3.7. ° p
w) ,  i 
For T = kc~j_~h.j=0 >t0, the polynomial matrices Pk(z) and Qk(z), defined by 
Eqs. (4.1)and (4.2), obey a certain generalized left-orthogonal property. To 
prove it, a few more notations are needed. In the sequel, by B o denote the 
Drazin inverse of a square matrix B, i.e., the unique solution of matrix equa- 
tions: XBX = X, BX = XB, B k = XB k+l, where k = index{B). Let 
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= co-  (q , . . . ,g )  (C,-, ),.;=o • , k = i . . . .  ,n -  1. (4.5)  
We call Cto °) = Co, Co!i,..., -("- ~) (c/_ ¢-o l~,_ the generalized Schur complements of the block- 
Toeplitz matrix T ,,j:o f> 0. The symbol 5a. denotes the Kronecker 6. 
i "~ i l  - -  I Theorem 4.3, Lct T = t, cj-i)i.j=o >i O, and let Pk(z) = Y~i~-oPkiZi~k = 0, . . .  ,n - 1, 
be defined by Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2). Then, for any solution tr(O) to the TM problem 
(1.3), the polynomial matrices Pk(z) satisfy the generalized left-orthogonal 
relations: 
2~ 
!2~ f P,(e")d.(O)p; (e i°) 
o 
o (k)_,  = 01kpkkCo Pt-k, k , /=  0 , . . .  ,n - I. (4.6) 
Proof .  Let Qk(z) = ~ihi=oqikzi, k = 0, i . . . .  ,n -- i, be defined via Eqs. (4.1) and 
(4.2)• It follows from Eq. (4•3) with k in place of n -  I that 
P(,.)  - 0 .~(~)~7' ( - )  = ~,, + 2~,~ +. . .  + 2c,?  + 0(.~ ~'), 
k = 0 , . . . ,n -  1, (4.7) 
so that F(z) is a certain selution to the CC problem (I.2) with n = k + I and 
f l  " 
N,, "q~. 
"co 2el " 2c,,_t " ' 
co . . .  2c, , ,  P~/! = q~ k=0 . . . . .  n - l .  (4.8) 
" .  2c, O[  0 ' 
0 co ~]  ! 
0 
Further on, Fk(z) E % implies the relation Fk(z) = -Fk*(i/~), so we obtain that 
(_J~(=)k;'(~) = p ; ' (~)Q~(z) ,  k = 0, l , . . .  , , ,  - l. 
The last equation and Eq. (4.7) yield 
[Pk0,..., Pkk, 0 . . . .  ,0] 
co 2Cl  . . .  2c, ,  I 
• • 2ci 
0 Co 
= -[q~-,,,..., q~.k-,, q~k -- rk~., 0 , . . . ,  0]. (4.9) 
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Combining Eqs. (4.8) and (4.9) we come 
C! 
Co 
I " ' "  C I  

















so that for k t> 1 and for any solution tr(O) 
ik ' 
, i t  
to the TM problem (1.3), 
(4•10) 
21'/ 
t__2=, f P,(e")o.(o)P; (e")  
o 
= Lo,o,..., p,,  0 , . . . ,  0] [0, . . . .  0, ~ r,k, o , . . . ,  0]* 
-- ] ,  I~P*kr,,. (4.1 l) 
On the other hand Eq. (4.10) implies [c ,l[p o I, pll 
' " .  i ' + " =0,  
l .c~ .. 
, . . , ' "  1. I.. 
Since T>_. 0 and p~, =/5,(0) is nonsingular, it follows from the last that 
1 , I CO "'" C/, _I 
-- " = CO-  [('/~,'"" ,£'~1 • ". • 2 '** (?h)I . . . .  
~&--I ' " " CO 
and thus the equality holds in Eq. (4.6)• D 
D Ic l 
CI 
.~,1 (4.12) ~---~- ({) , 
(k) 
We remark that in the nondegenerate situation" T > 0, all % > 0 and 
l I rk = (ct ,),. j . > 0, and therefore all the matrices r,~ are nonsingular. Then 
Eq. (4.10) yields 
(cl~')-'pt~'Lpk,,,pk,,... p~,] = [0, . . .  ,O, Ip]T~-', k = O, ! , . . . , , , -  1, (4.13) 
so that the left side block-vector of the last equality coincides with the last 
block-row of T, -~. Consequently, the polynomial matrices Pk(z) defined via 
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Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) coincide with those given in ([I], p. 168) and ([12], p. 36) 
within a certain left normalization matrix factor. They form the family of 
left-orthogonal polynomial  matrices associated with the measure a(O) whose 
first n trigonometric moments are c0,c~,... ,c,,_~. 
Next, we shall show that the polynomial matrices Qk(Z), defined via 
Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) form the family oi" generalized left-orthogonal polynomial 
matrices of the second type. 
Let F(z) E <gp be a solution to the CC problem (1.2). It is easy to prove that 
9 _r ,, .i_ 9,0' ,v~- I -.t- O { " -  i ,~ FD(z) belongs also to %,. Let FO(z )= c o +_c  ,. + .. 
and T' {c' V'-' ¢ c' and let , la l  " ' """ -~" - ~" " = '* .. ell ''-~ denote the gener- j_ili,j=O ~, .~ 0) with -i = ci , co , , 
alized Schur complements of T' in the similar manner to that defined for T 1> 0. 
Then we have the following Corollary. 
Corollary 4.4. Let T '= (C.~_i~"-! JCi:O he the block-Toeplit :  matrix btdlt on the 
,(0) ,(,-t) denote the generalized Schur comple- coefficients o f  FO(z). Let c o , . . . ,  c o 
merits ofT ' .  Then, .lor any measure cr'(O) whose.[irst n trigonometric moments  are 
e'o, . . . , c:,_ I . the polynomial  matrices Qk (z) sati.~fy the generalized left-orthogonal 
relations, 
2n 
I f ¢ l(l,. 2-~ IQ+(e~°)da'(O)Q;'(e"')=°~kqkkc° ~q~k, k , l=O, l , . . . , , - I .  (4.14) 
o 
On the other hand, starting from 7" = (c, i)'/,i ',1 >I 0 in the CC problem (1.2t 
and the TM problem (I.3) (that is, the c; are substituted for the c;, the F*(~-) for 
(/,), 
the F(:), and the -a(2rc - 0) for a(0), and thus the % are subslituted for the 
al~ 1 as the generalized Schur parameters of F' (~)), one deduces fi'om Eqs. (4.1) 
and (4.2), 
, - l / , ) * - (~)  I / '2  . ,  , " , , - ,  (/,'1 
-{kl - I / , )*  1"2 • , _  (k) " ,  
(It, - % % ) ' Mi, ,(=-) =- zM i (z) - % Pi (e). 
According to Theorem 4.3, the M[(2)(k =0,  l, . . . .  n - l )  form the family of 
generalized icfl-orthogonal polynomial matrices associated with the measure 
.* . . . ,  ,* where -tr(2n-/~) whose first n trigonometric moments are co,~,  e,,~, 
the a(0) are defined as in Theorem 4.3. Then it is easily seen that the Mk (z) form 
the family of generalized r ight-orthogomd polynomial  matrices associated with 
a(0). In particular, if f" > 0 (or, equivalently, T > 0), then 
, ) = 
k = 0, l, . . . .  '1 - l, (4.15) 
where<?ll ~i = c0, g.~ll... ,%-t,, ,~ stand for thegeneralized Schurcomplementsofblock- 
Toeplitz matrix f" = ' ' "  J tc~_j)i,i~o defined as in Eq. (4.5) (but with T replaced by T), 
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and they form the family of right-orthogonal polynomial matrices associated 
with or(0)([121, p. 37). 
As an analogous result, we can prove by using the observation made above 
that the Nk(z) form the family of generalized right-orthogonal polynomial 
matrices associated with tr'(0), defined as in Corollary 4.4, of the second type. 
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